
 

Plateau Breaking Dark Bronzer | CBD | Ink-Drink Complex 

FEATURES 

• Upgraded One and Done Complex   

• Blurring Technology 

• Caffeine 

• 300mg CBD 

• ATO Inhibitor 

• Fragrance: Champagne Dreams – Tamarind, 

Mango, Red Currant, Jasmine Petals, Apple 

Blossom, Violet, Musk, Vanilla & Spun Sugar

 

PRODUCT STORY 

Let’s pop the champagne and Celebrate! The Upgraded One and Done Complex will leave you with gorgeous color that 

everyone will notice. Help protect your skin from environmental stressors with 300 mg of CBD. ATO Inhibitors work to 

prevent after tan odors from developing while you’re out living it up. Make a toast with this Champagne Dreams fragrance 

that’s sure to last through the night. Celebrate the best of JWOWW! 

“I always have something to Celebrate in life, so I'm raising a toast to family, friends, and my gorgeous tan! Xoxo” 

JWOWW – Jenni Farley 

COLOR TECHNOLOGY 

Upgraded One and Done Complex: DHA and Erythrulose combine for continuous color development while Caramel gives 

you the immediate color right out of the bed. Annatto Extract and other melanin enhancers work together for noticeably 

darker color.  

 

Plateau Breaking Technology: Formulated with a dose of DHA and Instant Bronzers, Celebrate was designed for 

experienced tanners to break a plateau for deeper color and take their tan to the next level. 

 
SKINCARE TECHNOLOGY 
300 mg CBD: Known to provide powerful antioxidant benefits that can help minimize damage from free radicals for 
improved appearance and a more youthful complexion. 
 
Ink-Drink™ Complex: Shea Butter, rich in Vitamins A & E, helps neutralize free radicals as well as softens and moisturizes 
the skin. Raspberry protects the brilliance of tattoos by reducing tattoo color damage, while  
Beeswax provides soothing and smoothing benefits.  
 
Blurring Technology: Microspheres give the skin a silky feel and helps to provide a  
blurring effect by scattering light. This will help to diminish the appearance of fine lines  
and wrinkles. 
 
Caffeine: With the highest Caffeine level in the JWOWW Line, skin will be toned and  
energized in no time. Say hello to a glowing and revitalized complexion! 
 
ATO Inhibitor: Witch Hazel works to help prevent after tan odors from  
developing. 
 
AVAILABLE SIZES 

10oz Bottle | .5oz Packette 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The best of JWOWW all in one! Celebrate has JWOWW’s most popular and  
highly requested technologies. 


